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The Dräger Automatic Switch over Valve (PAS ASV) enables the user to 

connect compressed air breathing apparatus to an external air supply, such 

as a factory ring main, and be safe in the knowledge that if the external 

supply were to fail, there would be a safe and uninterrupted transition to the 

wearer’s back-up air supply.

The Dräger PAS ASV connects between the output of the compressed air 

breathing apparatus first stage pressure reducer and the lung demand valve. 

An additional input connection is attached to the primary air source, the 

airline supply. If this supply fails or the input pressure drops below the Dräger 

PAS ASV switching pressure of 4 to 5 bar, then the valve will automatically 

switch to the compressed air breathing apparatus for its supply of air.

Upon carrying out this function a warning will sound alerting the wearer that 

this process has taken place.

The warning will continue sounding until either, the wearer leaves the 

hazardous area and doffs the equipment, or the airline air source rises back 

above the switching pressure of between 5.0 and 5.8 bar. If the latter occurs 
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The Dräger PAS ASV connects between
the output of the compressed air breathing
apparatus first stage pressure reducer and
the lung demand valve. An additional input
connection is attached to the primary air
source, the airline supply.

If this supply fails or the input pressure
drops below the Dräger PAS ASV switch-
ing pressure of 4 to 5 bar, then the valve
will automatically switch to the compressed
air breathing apparatus for its supply of air.
Upon carrying out this function a warning
will sound alerting the wearer that this
process has taken place.

The warning will continue sounding until
either, the wearer leaves the hazardous
area and doffs the equipment, or the airline
air source rises back above the switching
pressure of between 5.0 and 5.8 bar.  If the
latter occurs the valve will automatically
switch back to the airline source of air and
the wearer can continue with their task.

During the switch over operation the
Dräger PAS ASV maintains positive 
pressure within the facemask at all times,
ensuring the breathing apparatus wearer is
provided with optimum protection through-
out their wearing duration.

– Fully automatic switching with no 
interruption to supply

– Positive pressure maintained at all
times

– Functions down to -30 °C
– Easily integrates into the compressed

air breathing apparatus
– Airline connection can withstand up to

1000 N pull test
– Quick fit versions available for easy

integration with compressed air 
breathing apparatus and chemical 
protection suits

– Can be used in conjunction with 
chemical protection suit ventilation 
systems.

The Dräger Automatic Switch over Valve (PAS ASV) enables
the user to connect compressed air breathing apparatus to an
external air supply, such as a factory ring main, and be safe in
the knowledge that if the external supply were to fail, there
would be a safe and uninterrupted transition to the wearer’s
back-up air supply.

Dräger PAS ASV
(Automatic Switch over Valve)
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the valve will automatically switch back to the airline source of air 

and the wearer can continue with their task.

During the switch over operation the Dräger PAS ASV maintains 

positive pressure within the facemask at all times, ensuring the 

breathing apparatus wearer is provided with optimum protection 

throughout their wearing duration. 

•	 Fully automatic switching with no interruption to supply

•	 Positive pressure maintained at all times

•	 Functions down to -30 °C

•	 Easily integrates into the compressed air breathing apparatus

•	 Airline connection can withstand up to 1000 N pull test

•	 Quick fit versions available for easy integration with 

compressed air breathing apparatus and chemical  

protection suits

•	 Can be used in conjunction with chemical protection suit 

ventilation systems.


